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1 INTRODUCTION 
Liquid filled hydraulic systems often operate in such a way that 
cavitation rnay take place in one or more of the components of the system. 
Most often the cavitation will take place in a pump o r  a turbine a s  the liquid ' 
velocity there is usually greatest in these devices However, cavitation 
can also occur in bends or elbows or constrictions in  the system, such as a 
venturi tube. When cavitation does take place, the region occupied by the 
cavitation process displaces liquid that was formerly there, creating in a 
sense a "reservoir", the volume of which depends upon the extent of the 
cavitation. 
device will increase as the system pressure is lowered. 
In every case the amount of cavitation in any type of hydraulic 
The liquid that 
has been displaced causes changes in  the motion of the fluid throughout the 
system causing or  requiring time-varying pressure gradients to occur. 
most practical hydraulic systems in which cavitation can occur, these 
transient pressure changes die away and the liquid flow system operates 
about some steady mean val.&e. Indeed, for some applications cavitation is 
deliberateJ-y introduced into the system in such a way as to cause the flawing 
system to operate at a steady, stable condition. 
In 
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Y The basic cavitation process is itself a n  inherently unsteady phenom- 
enon. For  example, observations made on the cavitating flow past hydrofoils 
in a water tunnel (Ref. 1)  reveal that when the length of the cavity formed on 
the hydrofoil is somewhat less than the chord of the hydrofoil itself, the flow 
is not steady but has a more or less  periodic 'behavior in which the length of 
the cavitating region grows and collapses periodically with a corresponding 
change in force on the hydrofoil. 
much longer than the chord of the hydrofoil, the so-called supercavitating 
state, the flow is steady in the mean, 
on cavitating inducers (Ref. 2) .  
feature of interest is the inherent unstable behavior of flow and pressure 
fields due to the presence of cavitation. 
On the other hand, when the cavities a r e  
Similar observations have been made 
In both of these examples a characteristic 
The unsteady phenomenon mentioned above for the hydrofoil is 
thought to be associated with the intrinsic nature of cavitation on a body in an 
infinite fluid medium. 
different from that of a complete hydraulic system subject to  cavitation. 
There, because of the dynamics of the liquid motion in the piping of the 
system, it may be possible for a system instability to occur. 
unsteady behavior of cavitation observed 
not play a direct role in causing such a system instability. 
system instabilities do occur in  applications. A good example of this 
phenomenon is the thrust  instability sometimes observed in liquid rocket 
engines, 
pump, the thrust of the engine, the supporting structure and the motion of 
the propellant in the feed lines to the purnp. It is described aptly by the 
name "POGO" instability and has been the subject of considerable study 
(Refs. 3, 4, 5). Typically in these works, the dynamics of the system 
As previously suggested this situation is somewhat 
The inherently 
on single hydrofoils may or may 
In any event, 
This type of instability is due to a coupling between the feed 
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,consisting of the motion of the fluid i n  the liquid-filled lines, the associated 
structure and certain a s suded  characteristics of the turbo-pump assembly 
are analyzed to determine under what conditions dynamic instability can 
take place. 
the liquid filled portions of the system; for example, incompressible mass 
oscillations of the liquid can sometimes be assumed (as is the case in  hydro- 
electric surge towers) or  more accurate acoustic approximations may be 
made for this liquid flow (Ref. 6). In any case, several important simpli- 
fying assumptions in these analyses have been made regarding the dynamic 
behavior of the cavitating pump itself during the non-steady motions., 
Typically, the two types of assumptions made a r e  the following. Firstly, a 
passive “compliance” is attributed to the presence of cavitation in the pump, 
that is, the presence of cavitation is visualized as acting like a pressurized 
reservoir. Secondly, the behavior of the pump during the unsteady motions 
of the transient flows is assumed to be quasi-steady, that is, the change in  
pump performance parameters with flow rate and inlet pressure a r e  assumed 
to be those which occur for steady state operation. Numerical values for 
pump cavitation compliance a r e  determined from dynamic experiments to 
make the observed frequencies match the theoretical ones. 
Various types of approximations a r e  made for the motion within 
This type of analysis is certainly the correct  one for a first step 
and if  the frequencies of oscillation a r e  sufficiently low, it seems reasonable 
that the quasi-steady representation of the pump is satisfactory. 
other hand, it should be pointed out that the aforementioned inherent 
On the 
instability of cavitating flows is not taken into account. 
the question- when is it permissible or when is it suitable to treat the 
pump behavior in the cavitating condition in the steady state manner? At 
the present time only partial a.nswers to this question a r e  available. The 
But beyond that l ies 
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work of Rubin (Ref. 3 and 4) indicates that the quasi-steady compliance and 
other steady state characteristics of the pump do, in fact, depend upon 
frequency. A somewhat different approach was taken by Sack (Ref. 7) in  
which a more complicated model of the dynamic behavior of a cavitating 
inducer is proposed; yet it is still one inwhich the basic performance of the 
machine is treated on a quasi-steady basis,, 
is in essence similar to that of Rubin in that a quasi-steady description of 
The work of References 6 and 8 
pump dynamics is made. Only recently have direct attempts been made to 
measure these transient characteristics. Work still in progress at the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Flight Propulsion Laboratory-. 
is intended to provide such direct information by operating a pump in a state 
.e. 
of cavitation and perturbing the inlet pressure to the pump. The subse- 
quent fluctuations in mass flow into and out of the pump and pressure rise 
across  the pump are to be measured, This work is, however, not yet 
finis he d . 
The present study is not concerned with a complete pumping system 
but rather an  element of the pump, namely, a cascade which simulates the 
action of the vanes of the inducer portion of the pump, 
analysis and experimentation in turbomachinery is too well-known to be 
elaborated upon here. 
The role of cascade 
Suffice it to  say, that in  many important respects a 
properly arranged cascade can in  fact simulate the action of the vanes of 
a pump rotor. In the present context we wish to examine experimentally 
the characteristics of a cavitating cascade in the hope that it will shed 
some light upon the behavior of a cavitating pump or turbine. 
A s  in the preceding comrnents above, we will be interested in the 
fully wetted behavior of the cascade, and the performance of the cascade 
.L 1 
Private communication, M. Hartman. 
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,under various degrees of cavitation. As previously mentioned, the cavita- 
tion process itself is inherently unsteady. W e  wish to examine the 
characteristics of this unsteady motion as it takes place on a cascade of 
stationary blades. The quantities of interest, as in  a regular pump test, 
will consist of the time average values of the forces on the blades of the 
cascade, the angular change of the flow as it passes through the cascade, 
and also the existence of any "naturally- occurring1' unsteady phenomena 
of the cavitation process. In addition it would be very desirable to be able 
to perturb the cavitating cascade system and in  this way observe the output 
quantities 'Lhat would be associated with this perturbation, This latter type 
of experiment is exceedingly difficult to car ry  out properly and has not 
been attempted in the present work. 
present experiments will be to  provide information as to the kind of 
phenomena that can occur in a cavitating system and to  provide definite 
quantitatitive information on this type of flow which would serve as the 
experimental basis fo r  any subsequent theory of nonsteady cavitating flow 
through a machine. 
applicable to a cavitating pump such as that mentioned in the POGO problem 
described above. 
essential to have before a full understanding of the basic phenomena of 
cavitation in machines can be achieved. 
The main value, we feel, of the 
It is not expected that these results will be directly 
On the other hand, this type of information is, we feel, 
I 
A t  this point it will be useful to outline here the organization of the 
text to follow: Firstly, the experimental set-up and apparatus used for the 
cascade test  is described, 
of the experiments because, as is generally known, there a r e  very few 
liquid cascade tunnels in the world. 
This has an  important bearing on the outcome 
The present experiments were carried 
out in  a large, but otherwise conventional, closed circuit-water tunnel. 
-6-  
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-This first section of the text describes the modifications to this tunnel to 
permit the cascade tests to be made. Next is a description of the actual 
operation of the tunnel with the cascade installed, including the fully wetted, 
partially cavitating and fully cavitating flow regimes. The instruments 
used to measure the steady and fluctuating quantities measured in the tests 
a r e  then described together with their calibration procedures. The results 
of these measurements a r e  then presented. 
of the steady, o r  time averaged measurements for fully wetted flow in a 
compressor and in a turbine cascade, together with comparisons from 
relevant cascade theory, 
or time averaged, performance. 
They include a full description 
The same is done also for the cavitating steady, 
It will be seen there that the present 
experiments do in fact reasonably simulate the operation of a true cascade. 
Next, the types of unsteady measurement and their results a r e  summarized. 
It may be mentioned here that the unsteady measurements made on the 
cascade consisted of the fluctuating l i f t  force on the blades of the cascade, 
the fluctuating velocity upstream and downstream of the cascade, the 
fluctuating static pressure upstream and downstream of the cascade, and 
the fluctuating static pressure in  the nozzle of the tunnel. 
speed motion pictures of the cavitating process were taken for various 
In addition, high- 
operating conditions , These steady measurements and unsteady measure- 
ments a r e  then subsequently discussed a t  length and an attempt is made to 
determine the relevance of the phenomena observed to the turbomachine 
application. 
presented. 
at the end of the report. 
Finally, some suggestions for further work in  this field are 
The data reduction procedures used a r e  outlined in appendices 
It should also be mentioned here that the basic experimental appa- 
ratus and procedure follow rather closely the work reported in Ref. 9, which 
- 7- 
was a similar but more limited investigation of cavitating cascades on a 
different hydrofoil profile. 
different hydrofoil profile will be brought out in the following sections. 
The reasons for the different set-up and 
2 .  EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND APPARATUS 
2.1 Description of basic tunnel. 
The water tunnel used for the present cascade tests is the same a s  
that in Ref. 9 and the basic design of the water tunnel is discussed a t  length 
in Ref. 10. In brief, the tunnel is a closed circuit recirculating water 
tunnel having a n  available pump power of approximately 350 hp to drive 
water through the working section a t  various controlled pressures.  
speed of the water flow in the working section of the basic tunnel can be 
The 
varied from a very low value of a foot or so per second up to approximately 
80 ft /sec.  Originally this tunnel was equipped with only a circular working 
section of one square foot cross-sectional area. 
(Ref. 11) having a rectangular working section six inches wide and thirty 
inches high, and four feet in length was  later provided for  cavitating two- 
dimensional hydrofoil tests,  It was the installation of this new working 
A new working section 
section that made it possible to conceive of doing cascade tests. The 
feasibility of carrying out such experiments is discussed in Ref. 9. There 
it was concluded that for a limited range of stagger angles, less than about 
45O, cascade tests in either the compressor or  the turbine mode could be 
carr ied out for fully wetted flow, for  partially cavitating flow, and fully 
cavitating flow. The modifications needed to be made to the basic two- 
dimensional working section to permit cascade tests a r e  described in the 
following section. 
I 
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- 2.2 Tunnel modifications for cascade test  set-up. 
The significant feature distinguishing cascade tests from experi- 
ments on isolated hydrofoils is that the basic flow is turned a s  it passes 
through the cascade. It is, therefore, necessary to make provision for the 
turning of this flow in the test facility. In the past this has been done in 
one of several ways: a i r  cascade test  facilities often discharge the flow 
from the cascade into the surrounding atmosphere. 
adjusts itself automatically to the proper angle required. 
possible to do this for a liquid flow because of the necessity of containing 
the large volume of liquid under low pressure as is required for cavitation 
studies. Instead, the flow leaving the cascade is guided by adjustable walls 
and it is thence discharged into the return portion of the liquid circuit. The 
mechanism required for completely guiding the discharge flow in the above 
manner is quite complex and expensive. Accordingly, for the present text 
a somewhat simpler scheme was adopted; namely, that the leaving flow, 
downstream of the cascade, is guided by two adjustable walls which sub- 
sequently discharge the flow into the existing tunnel diffuser through an 
Then the leaving flow 
It is not usually 
abrupt expans ion. 
In any event it is necessary to obtain the physical space required 
for the turning of the flow. This necessitates reducing the height of the 
working section approaching the cascade. 
room to guide the flow either for a diffusing or compressor cascade, or  
an accelerating or turbine cascade. 
The adjustable walls then have 
The reduction in height of the working 
section is accomplished by inserting into the tunnel nozzle a symmetric 
pair of faired inserts. In the present case, these inserts were made solid 
being a cast of epoxy resin s o  that no voids in the nozzle region upstream of 
the cascade would be present in the flow, 
- 9- 
These modifications a r e  reasonably straightforward and can be 
carr ied out on any similar type of water tunnel. The principle disadvantage 
of the present scheme is that the rapid expansion of the flow downstream 
of the adjustable walls into the tunnel diffuser causes a large loss of energy 
which limits the maximum speed of the tunnel; the f ree  jet so formed may 
also lead to eddying motion which may disturb the steadiness of the flow in 
the tunnel. 
In a compressor cascade the main flow, being diffused, experiences 
a pressure r i se  which in turn causes a thickening of the side wall boundary 
layers,  A more elaborate tunnel configuration would have provision for 
removing these side wall boundary layers upstream of and through the 
cascade itself. It was not possible to  incorporate this feature in the present 
tunnel modification. 
It would also be desirable to  vary independently the stagger angle 
and angle of incidence to the oncoming flow of the blades of the cascade. 
To incorporate these features would require extensive modification of the 
basic water tunnel structure and would be extremely costly. 
reasons a nominal stagger angle was chosen. 
objective of the present work was to  observe phenomena typical of cavitating 
For these 
Bearing in  mind that the 
cascades, this latter restriction does not seem to be objectionable. 
order to  insure that the flow through the cascade test  set-up reasonably 
well simulates that of a proper cascade, it is necessary that the flow 
remain essentially two-dimensional. For  this reason the pressure r ise  
across  the cascade or  the flow turning through the cascade was limited to 
rather low values. 
adequate view of the cavitating process throughout the cascade more o r  
In 
This, together with the desirability of having an 
less  dictated the cascade geometry discussed in the next section. 
-10- 
- 2 . 3  Cascade Geometry and Physical Arrangements 
The inserts mentioned in the above paragraph were sized to provide 
a clear opening of 13.58 inches approaching the cascade test section. 
blades of the cascade were arranged on a nominal stagger angle of 45O. 
The 
The spacing between the blades was set  at 3 2 inches, thereby permitting 
five blades to be installed in the working section. Adjustable walls were 
then attached to the ends of the insert  pieces a t  either end of the cascade 
section. 
terminated at the end of the two-dimensional portion of the working section. 
These wal ls  were adjusted by means of external jacks. 
selves were cantilevered from the lucite window; the central foil of the 
cascade, however, was mounted to the force measuring dynamometer which 
is a part  of the basic tunnel facility. 
movable walls to the stationary insert  pieces were also sealed to  prevent, 
insofar as possible, leakage f rom the working section to the space behind 
the movable walls These details and the general laboratory arrangements 
a r e  shown in Figures 1 through 4. 
These walls were sealed along the top and bottom edges and 
The blades them- 
The hinge points connecting the 
Figure 1 is a photograph of the laboratory floor a rea  showing the 
instrumentation and the cascade section of the water tunnel. 
apparent from this photograph, the cascade is arranged to be in a horizontal 
plane so as to minimize the effects of the hydrostatic pressure gradient. 
The cascade may be seen in the mir ror  mounted above the working section 
in Figure 1 .  
mounted into the transparent lucite working section, 
this photograph shows that each of the blades has a small pin a t  its free 
While not 
Figure 2 shows four of the adjustable blades of the cascade 
Close inspection of 
end, 
when the window assembly is mounted into the working section to prevent 
This pin fits into a recessed hole on the opposite side of the tunnel 
-11- 
deflection of the foils under load. 
installation of the window is shown in Figure 3 .  
A view of the working section before 
This figure shows the 
central foil attached to the mounting plate which in turn is fastened to the 
force balance. Also visible a r e  the two movable walls and the hinge points 
of the cascade,, Figure 4 is a photograph of the adjusting mechanism for 
the movable walls. 
The incidence angle of the four foils mounted to the transparent 
Each of the foils had attached to it a window were adjusted externally. 
carefully indexed lever and these levers were in turn ganged together s o  
that only one adjustment had to be made for a l l  of these blades. 
dence of the central foil was adjusted through a n  angle-changing mechanism 
provided for in the force balance. 
the indicated angular adjustment of each of the blades was the same. 
The inci- 
Great care was taken to see to it that 
2.4 Model geometry. 
The experimental work reported in Ref. 9 was carried out on a very 
similar cascade of plano-convex hydrofoils. 
was 1.25 and the maximum thickness was  8 percent. In certain respects 
these parameters did not lend themselves readily to experimentation of the 
type desired f o r  cavitating flows. There a r e  essentially two reasons for 
this: the relatively large camber of the plano-convex foils give r i se  to a 
significant turning of the flow through the cascade at low angles of attack. 
It may be mentioned here that the movable walls can be adjusted to plus 
or  minus ten degrees only. 
blades of the hydrofoils cannot be accommodated. 
of Ref, 9 had to be conducted at relatively small incidence angles. 
quently when cavitation was made to occur, it was found that over a wide 
The solidity of these hydrofoils 
For  this reason large l i f t  coefficients on the 
As a result, the tests 
Conse- 
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*range of the operating parameters, cavitation did not occur at the leading 
edge of the hydrofoil. Instead, it would sometimes occur near the point of 
maximum camber on the normal suction surface of the foil; or in other 
cases it would occur, even when the l i f t  was positive, on a portion of the 
pressure face of the hydrofoil. In the present work we were particularly 
interested in cavitation originating a t  sharp leading edges as it occurs in 
inducer pumps. 
incidence angles than proved possible for the test  in Ref, 9. For these 
reasons it was decided to adopt for the purposes of these tests a profile 
with zero ?amber and solidity of 1 0. 
therefore fixed a t  3 . 2  inches; in order to insure adequate strength of the 
hydrofoil sections, a nominal thickness of 1 /4  inch was used, or in other 
We were also anxious to be able to operate at higher 
The chord of the hydrofoil was 
words, a thickness ratio of 8 percent. 
model foils can be seen in Figure 5. 
these profiles is not thought to  be crucial, and for manufacturing simplicity 
the actual shape of the profile consisted of flat cuts so arranged a s  to 
simulate that of a bi-convex hydrofoil having a leading and trailing edge 
The construction details of the 
The actual thickness distribution for 
radius of approximately 1 . 7  percent of the chord. 
Before leaving this section it is perhaps worthwhile to mention again 
that the details of the profile shape wil l  have an important bearing on the 
cavitation performance of the foil with different degrees of cavitation. For  
example in the fully wetted and partially cavitating conditions, the thickness 
distribution of the foil is relatively unimportant and the camber distribu- 
tion is the more important feature. 
cavitating condition when the cavity extends many chord lengths behind the 
foil, and when the cavity originates at a sharp leading edge, the flow is 
then in contact with the foil only on the wetted surface. The 
However, in the so-called fully 
-13- 
,characteristics with this type of cavitation a r e  then determined solely by 
the shape of the wetted surface and not by the distribution of camber line 
and thickness. It can then be seen that i f  one wishes to study fully cavi- 
tating hydrofoils in cascade one should be concerned only with the shape of 
the wetted surface and, except for reasons of strength, not with the thick- 
ness or camber distribution. It was for this reason that the plano-convex 
profile shape was chosen for the work of Ref. 9 because in  a fully cavitated 
flow a flat wetted surface was in contact with the liquid. 
Wedge profiles have also been used for the study of supercavitating 
flows. However, a wedge profile is not suitable for investigating the condi- 
tion of partial cavitation, 
type of profile is fully suitable for a wide range of angle of attack and 
additionally from fully wetted to fully cavitating flow - especially i f  one is 
interested in cavitation which s tar ts  at a sharp leading edge, We will find, 
accordingly, that the present profile, having zero camber, will properly 
simulate the behavior of a flat plate foil with some thickness under condi- 
tions of partial cavitation and that cavitation will originate at the leading 
edge under small angles of attack. 
cavitating condition the wetted surface of the present foil presents a negative 
camber and a positive incidence to the oncoming flow. Under these condi- 
tions, the liquid flow may not remain attached at all  times to the pressure 
face of the foil, and, depending upon the cavitation number, it is even 
possible that a negative l i f t  force may be developed even with a normally 
positive incidence ,, 
From these remarks it may be seen that no single 
On the other hand, f o r  the fully 
2.5 Desired measurements. 
Two types of measurements are desired for the present work; the 
first a r e  the steady or time-averaged measurements of the forces on the 
-14- 
*blades of the cascade and the flow turning produced by the cascade as a 
function of incidence angle and blade Reynolds number for various conditions 
of cavitation. These are the normal cascade characteristics that would be 
used in a design of a pump, for example. 
to measure the fluctuating quantities associated with the periodic flow 
observed through the cascade under the conditions of partial cavitation. 
These measurements would include the fluctuating forces on the cascade, 
the fluctuating velocity approaching the cascade, the fluctuating velocity 
leaving the cascade, and the associated fluctuating pressures that would be 
observed upstream and downstream of the cascade. 
desirable to be able to correlate the geometry of the cavity formed with 
these quantities. 
a r e  discussed in the following sections. 
In addition to these, we desire 
Also, it would be 
The instruments and apparatus used f o r  these purposes 
2.5.1 Instruments for measuring the steady quantities. 
Steady or time average force measurements on the central blade 
of the cascade were made with the force balance of the tunnel. 
ment described in Ref. 9 measures l i f t  force, pitching moment, and drag 
force by means of a mechanical-hydraulic load cell and readout system. 
The time response of this apparatus is very slow, on the order of one to 
two seconds but it is quite accurate having a least count in l i f t  and drag 
force of 0.01 lbs. Angular adjustment of the hydrofoil is provided by a 
direct adjustment on the balance proper. As mentioned previously, the 
angular adjustment of the remaining blades in the cascade is carried out 
by a separate external actuator. The wall angles are set by the two jack 
screws seen in Fig. 4, 
function of the wall angle and they a r e  individually adjusted. 
This instru- 
The position of these screws is calibrated a s  a 
The tunnel 
-15- 
flow speed and ambient pressure a r e  determined by measuring the static 
pressure at the working section upstream of the cascade, midway through 
the contracting nozzle, and in the settling chamber upstream of the 
contracting nozzle,, 
measured on a mechanical-hydraulic balance similar to the force readout 
elements which gives a least count of 0.Olpsi. The static pressure at the 
working section is measured with an absolute manometer. 
tap positions a r e  indicated schematically in Figure 6 ,  There, pressure P 
is the pressure in the working section some twelve inches upstream of the 
central foil of the cascade. 
midway between the plenum pressure pH and the working section. 
purpose of carrying out these tests, it was convenient to  measure the 
The pressure differences across the nozzle a r e  
These pressure 
Pressure  p is the pressure more-or-less N 
For the 
absolute pressure at the location p and the dynamic pressure in terms of 
the difference between pressure p and p This necessitated calibration 
of the clear tunnel in order to  express this difference in te rms  of the 
dynamic pressure and absolute pressure a t  the working section. 
cedure is explained in Appendix 11. 
N 
H N' 
This pro- 
The reason this procedure was 
adopted is that the static pressure p2 is only some four chords upstream 
of the central fo i l  of the model; this close proximity during the cavitating 
tests may have some influence on the average static pressure values 
measured at that point, whereas at the point further up the nozzle this 
influence, i f  any, will have been diminished. 
Provision was also made for measuring the absolute pressure of the 
cavity formed on the central blade of the hydrofoil. 
For  reference a t  this point, the cascade geometry and notation is 
indicated in Figure 7. In this figure, VI  is the velocity measured in the 
-16- 
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tunnel approaching the cascade. 
chord line and the oncoming velocity. 
indicated by V2. 
balance a r e  perpendicular to and parallel to the oncoming tunnel 
velocity V 
and drag forces referenced to the vector mean of the incoming and outgoing 
velocities; these a r e  the quantities usually calculated in a cascade theory. 
The angle CI is the angle between the 1 
The velocity leaving the cascade is 
The l i f t  force L and the drag force D measured by the 
respectively. The quantities Lm and Dm represent the l i f t  1 
2.5.2 Apparatus for measuring fluctuating quantities. 
F rom the work carried out in Ref, 9 it was anticipated that with the 
range of tunnel speeds to  be used the frequency of the oscillations to be 
encountered in force, pressure, etc. would vary from about 1 0  to 20 
cycles per second. Consequently, instrumentation to measure and record 
fluctuations of these frequencies had to be developed. Fortunately, this is 
a moderately low frequency and frequency response, a s  such, did not pose 
a particular problem. 
To obtain a measure of the fluctuating force on the hydrofoil, a 
solid-state strain gage was fitted into a recess machined in the root of the 
central foil. 
"p" element and an r rnr r  element connected to form a half bridge. 
bridge was completed externally. 
and potted into place with an eyoxy resin by Micro-Systems, Inc. The 
recess into which the bridge was mounted was then closed with a cover 
The particular gage used was a half-bridge consisting of a 
The 
The bridge element was manufactured 
plate which was also cemented into position. 
in  hydrostatic pressure on the foil would not cause an output from the 
bridge. 
By this means, variations 
The output of the bridge was conditioned with typical strain gage 
patch work and the output could be read either directly or recorded on a 
-17- 
]"recording oscillograph. Calibration of this strain gage was achieved by 
measuring the output signal against the observed l i f t  force as measured 
by the water tunnel force balance. 
of 20 millivolts for an  applied lif t  force of 40 lbs. 
The resulting signals were on the order 
Fluctuating pressures were measured at points p1 in the plenum 
upstream of the nozzle, points p2 upstream of the cascade, and point p3 
an equal distance downstream of the cascade. The pressure a t  point p 
was measured with a Statham *15 psi differential pressure strain gage 
transducer. 
mounted pressure transducers. 
generators and were also supplied by Micro-Systems, Inc. The output 
voltage of these latter devices was on the order of 5 millivolts per psi. 
Again these outputs could be recorded directly or put onto a recording 
oscillograph. 
1 
Pressures  p2 and p3 were measured with 0 to 100 psia flush 
These were excited by constant current 
By far the most difficult measurement to make was that of the 
fluctuating velocity both upstream and downstream of the cascade. 
of all  it is clear that it would be desirable to measure the oncoming velocity 
distribution as it approaches the cascade row from one end of the cascade 
First 
' t o  the other to determine if  the flow is sufficiently uniform. This was 
not possible in the present arrangement nor was it possible to make a 
similar arrangement downstream of the cascade. Instead, because of 
tunnel limitations, only two sites were readily available for the insertion 
of velocity measuring probes. 
upstream of the cascade and V3 downstream of the cascade. 
that position V3 is on the centerline of the cascade axis. 
result of having one downstream location is that, depending upon the flow 
2 
It will be seen 
These are indicated on Figure 6 as V 
The practical 
\ 
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““leaving angle, V3 may or may not be in the wake of an upstream blade. 
While this may not be too important i n  fully wetted flow, it has an  important 
bearing on the fluctuating measurements in cavitating flow. 
It had been decided at the outset to use, as fluctuating velocity 
sensors, hot film anemometers. Indeed, in a nonuniform flow such as 
a cascade flow it would be difficult to do anything else, 
here that no other single aspect of this experimental program experienced 
as much difficulty as did the work with this type of equipment, and it would 
be safe to say that to this day hot film anemometry for service in  liquid 
It may be mentioned 
flow has not yet reached a desirable state of perfection, particularly a t  
fluid velocities greater than 5 ft/sec. 
using hot film anemometry, three different hot film amplifiers were used 
with three different types of sensors made by different manufacturers. It 
was found that the most sensitive sensor was that of the plated-cylinder 
type manufactured by Thermo-Systems, Inc. However, this type of sensor 
catches the small debris in  the tunnel, such as hairs, bits of paint, etc., 
which lodge on the sensor and change its reading. This debris is very 
difficult to dislodge. Furthermore, these sensors are not sufficiently 
rugged to withstand the high opepating velocities in the water tunnel. It 
may be mentioned here that the range of velocities used was from 20 to 
40 ft /sec approximately. It was also desirable that they be able to survive 
the possibility of small amounts of cavitation in the oncoming flow. 
additional types of sensing elements were, however, tried which did fulfill 
our principle objectives. 
Thermo-Systems and a very rugged wedge-type sensor produced by Disa 
Corp. Neither of these sensors is as sensitive as the cylindrical sensor 
In our preliminary experiments 
Two 
These were a conical sensor again produced by 
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bbut debris does not seem to be caught by them. It was found, however, 
that a t  flow speeds of 30 ft /sec and with the chance of incidental cavita- 
tion, that the conical sensor did not have an  adequate service life, On the 
other hand, the wedge sensor could withstand many hours of operation (up to 
100 hours) and could even survive a cavitating flow. 
selected for use consisted of a Shapiro & Edwards constant temperature 
amplifier already on hand and an  additional battery-powered constant 
temperature amplifier (Model Type D5505) obtained from Disa Corp. 
The amplifiers finally 
Although the outputs of these amplifiers could be read directly on 
conventional equipment, it was decided to record these fluctuating outputs 
together with those for the pressures and fluctuating l i f t  force simultaneously 
on a recording oscillograph. In order to  do this, it was necessary to 
incorporate two isolation amplifiers on each of the hot film outputs. 
more, because of the large zero velocity signal coming from the amplifiers, 
additional biasing and padding was necessary before these signals could be 
recorded with adequate sensitivity. 
Further- 
Block diagrams illustrating the hookup of the solid state strain gage 
pressure transducers and velocity probes a r e  shown in Figures 8a, 8b, 8c. 
In closing this section, we may mention that all of the fluctuating 
quantities, i. e. force, pressure and velocity, were recorded on a 
Consolidated recording oscillograph. 
had a flat response in each case up to a minimum of 90 cycles per second. 
Each of the outputs could be biased and adjusted so  that the excursion on 
the oscillograph would be convenient for subsequent analysis. In addition, 
each of the transducers for the experimental variables could be calibrated 
on the oscillograph paper either by varying tunnel speed, tunnel pressure, 
or force on the central hydrofoil. 
The galvanometers of the oscillograph 
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’ 2.6 Operational procedures - the cascade condition. 
Cascade testing differs f rom its counterpart i n  isolated hydrofoil 
testing in that the basic flow through the cascade is turned. The amount of 
t%e turning is not arbi t rary depending upon the geometry of the cascade and 
the angle of incidence to the oncoming flow. 
cascade condition requires that each of the blades experiences the same 
force. 
Furthermore, the proper 
If in addition the flow is two dimensional, the component of velocity 
normal to the cascade axis in incompressible flow is then constant in the 
absence of side wall boundary layer growth. There then exists a unique 
relationship between the l if t  and drag force on the blades of the cascade, 
the stagger angle of the cascade, and the amount of turning experienced by 
the flow in passing through the cascade. As this relationship cannot be 
determined beforehand, it has to be determined experimentally. 
the present work the foils were set  at a given angle of inclination to the 
oncoming stream and with a given wall  setting the forces were measured. 
The aforementioned cascade condition was then checked to see i f  the 
observed forces and the given wall  angle were in agreement as determined 
by the two dimensional cascade momentum relation. 
they did not and the wall angle was systematically changed by trial and 
e r ro r  to find a condition under which the observed force and the observed 
turning angle were in agreement with each other as determined from said 
cascade momentum equation, This procedure is elaborated more fully in  
Appendix 111. 
Hence in  
In general, of course, 
This type of iterative procedure was carried out fb r  all the conditions 
of cascade testing, both fully wetted and cavitating. It turned out to be 
especially important to do this during conditions of partial cavitation as 
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under these circumstances the forces experienced by the cascade varied 
significantly with the degree of cavitation on the hydrofoil. 
was found that when the cavities were very long the observed force on the 
central hydrofoil became insensitive to the exact downstream wall  angle. 
When the wall angle had been adjusted as described above, the 
steady force data were entered upon a data log and then a run was taken 
on the recording oscillograph to record the fluctuating quantities, 
addition a photograph was taken of each of the cavitating runs, 
However, it 
In 
3 .  DISCUSSION O F  RESULTS 
3 . 1  Description of the operation of the cascade tunnel. 
Before launching into a discussion of the experimental results, it 
may be helpful to record here some visual observations of the behavior of 
the cascade as the pressure is gradually lowered in the tunnel from a condi- 
tion where there is no cavitation t o  a point where the cascade is fully 
cavitating, 
30 ft/sec. When the pressure is sufficiently high so  that there is no 
The nominal flow velocity in most of these experiments was 
cavitation, the tunnel is very quiet and, except for the forces on the blades 
of the hydrofoil measured by the instruments, it is difficult for an  observer 
t o  detect that there is flow in the working section. There is, however, a 
very slight vibration of the working section structure in  this fully wetted 
flow originating from the eddies in  the mixing region of the diffuser. As 
the ambient pressure is slowly decreased, no change in the sounds emanating 
from the working section occurs until cavitation commences. If the angle of 
incidence is two o r  three degrees o r  larger, the cavitation forms first at 
the sharp leading edges of the foils. 
apparent sound level which has a characteristic hiss or a high pitched 
Then there is an  abrupt r i se  in the 
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,squeal commonly associated with cavitation inception. 
pressure is further decreased, the extent of the cavitation from the 
leading edge increases and a white frothy band of cavitation is easily seen 
When the 
on the suction surface of the blades, This band appears to be stable but 
it is in fact an opaque frothy mixture of vapor bubbles., 
is lowered and this cavitation zone becomes enlarged, the pitch of the 
As the pressure 
sound gradually lowers and appears to become more intense to the ear.  
Such cavitation, since it is less than the length of the chord, is termed 
'partial' or partially cavitating flow. When the length of this partially 
cavitating zone is approximately one-half the chord, the flow appears to 
become unstable in the sense that the length of the cavity commences to 
fluctuate and these fluctuations soon develop into a strong oscillation with 
the length of the cavity growing and collapsing in a periodic manner. At 
the same time a definite audible "chugging" sound can be heard from the 
cascade., 
and the pressures and velocities upstream and downstream of the cascade 
By this time definite fluctuations in the force on the hydrofoil 
can be observed on the instrumentation, 
of cavitation persists and grows more intense as the pressure is lowered 
until the maximum length of the cavity bubble formed during the oscilla- 
tion cycle is approximately 15 to 20 percent longer than the chord of the 
This oscillating or chugging mode 
hydrofoil. At this time the fluctuations in l if t  and pressure throughout the 
cascade are greatest. 
$ 
Then with a slight, but still further decrease in  
pressure, the cavities become considerably longer than the chord and the 
oscillations cease entirely and the audible noise coming from the cavita- 
tion is greatly diminished. 
extremely sensitive to ambient pressure, so that it is difficult to 
The length of the cavity 'wake' then formed is 
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.maintain the cavity at a defimite length for any period of time. Neverthe- 
less, the resulting velocity and forces on the hydrofoil are reasonably 
steady in time, A further but slight decrease in pressure is still possible 
at which condition the cavities extend throughout the working section of the 
cascade and disappear into the diffuser. Then for all practical purposes 
the minimum operating pressure level of the tunnel for the particular 
geometry has been achieved. The tunnel is essentially "choked". The 
cavities, of course, collapse in the diffuser in a highly unsteady fashion. 
This gives r i se  to considerable noise, sometimes practically of a n  
explosive type, and may cause considerable vibration of the entire tunnel 
leg. It is, however, possible to operate in this "choked" condition for 
extended periods of time during which the velocity and pressure change 
only very slightly. 
foils during this sequence of cavitation depends greatly upon the type of 
profile used and angle of incidence. When the cavitation commences a t  a 
The force changes experienced by the cavitating hydro- 
sharp leading edge and nowhere else there is almost always an increase in 
drag and l i f t  force over the fully wetted values. 
until the length of the cavitating bubble is approximately equal to the chord. 
Thereafter with further decrease in pressure and increase in cavity 
length, the l i f t  and drag on the hydrofoil decrease. 
decrease depends, a s  suggested earlier, greatly upon the specific shape 
of the wetted surface of the hydrofoil. 
This increase persists 
The magnitude of this 
3 2 Steady measurements. 
3 (1 2 1 Fully wetted flow. 
The steady state measurements for the operatipn of the cascade 
and fully wetted flow for both the compressor and turbine arrangements 
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% a r e  given in Figures 9 through 12. The method of reducing the data for 
these tests is indicated in Appendix IV. It should be mentioned, however, 
that in these graphs no account of the tare force on the foil mounting 
plate has been taken. These ta re  forces a r e  srnall and a r e  summarized in 
Appendix I. The chief effect of these ta re  forces is on the drag. 
Figure 9 shows the force coefficients versus the mean angle of 
attack, the angle between the chord and the vector mean of the inlet-outlet 
velocities across  the cascade. Also shown a r e  two theoretical comparisons, 
one from the work of Schlichting (Ref, 12) and the other f rom the work of 
Mellor (Ref. 1 3 ) .  
as the incidence angle a 
changed also. The theoretical line taken from Ref. 13 incorporates this 
variable stagger angle whereas the results of Ref. 12 a r e  calculated with 
a constant stagger angle equal to 45O. It can be seen that the zero l i f t  
angle agrees with the theory within a third of a degree and that in general 
the slope of the l i f t  versus mean angle of attack curve agrees reasonably 
well with that predicted from two-dimensional theory. 
Reynolds number effect; it can be seen that the lower Reynolds number, 
It should be pointed out that with the present test  set-up, 
is changed, the stagger angle of the cascade is 1 
There is a definite 
I 
about 440,000 based on chord gives rise to a bump in the l i f t  curve typical 
of a leading edge separation bubble. At the higher Reynolds number 
840,000 this bump has disappeared. The observed drag coefficients a r e  
rather high. However, we see f rom the tare forces of Appendix I that the 
ta re  drag coefficient (based on the same reference a rea  used for Figure 9) 
is approximately ha l f  the observed drag shown in Figure 9 which is a level 
to be expected for  this type of profile. F r o m  these results, it is concluded 
that the tes t  set-up simulates in a satisfactory manner true cascade 
behavior. The results of Figure 9 a r e  plotted in different form in 
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+ Figure 10 where the turning angle of the flow, the l i f t  drag ratio, and the 
deviation angle of the leading flow a r e  given as functions of the incidence 
angle al to the cascade. Again, there is a pronounced Reynolds number 
effect and it can be seen that the deviation angle aZ in the present notation 
is only slightly dependent upon the angle of incidence a 1’ 
It was also possible in these fully wetted tests to car ry  out similar 
measurements on a turbine cascade. The reason fo r  this is that the foils 
a r e  symmetric fore and aft. 
correspond to negative incidence angles a r e  in  reality positive incidence 
angles fo r  a turbine cascade having a stagger angle of nominally minus 45O. 
The results of these measurements a r e  shown in Figures 11 and 12. In 
Figure 11 the force coefficients based on the vector mean velocity a r e  
Because of this fact, what would normally 
presented versus the mean angle of attack just as in Figure 9. It can be 
seen that the l i f t  coefficient is a nonlinear function of the angle of attack, 
owing to the varying stagger angle. The dashed lines of this graph am a 
a r e  the expectations from cascade theory for a fixed s tagger  angle of 4 5 O .  
In the vicinity of zero angle of attack the observed values agree closely with 
the theoretical values e The results of Figure 11 a r e  also presented in 
Figure 12 in the same manner as in Figure 10, namely deviation angle, 
“1 turning angle, and l i f t  drag ratio versus the incidence angle, 
3 2 2 Cavitating results. 
Force information during cavitation of the compressor arrangement 
is given as a function of the cavitation parameter K for various angles of 
incidence a in Figure 13a through e. Several points command attention in  
these graphs, 
causes a gradual reduction in l i f t  force with decreasing cavitation 
v 
1 
First, in Figure 13a it is seen that the advent of cavitation 
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'parameter until the length of the cavity is about equal to the chord. There- 
after the lif t  decreases very rapidly and becomes strongly negative at the 
minimum cavitation number of about 0.22 The drag, on the other hand, 
r ises slowly from its fully wetted value and the moment like the l i f t  force 
decreases with decreasing cavitation number but not as much. Also shown 
on Figures 13a and b is a dashed line. This line gives the predictions that 
would be obtained in a zero thickness cascade of flat plates with cavitation 
from the leading edge. It can be seen that for the four degree incidence 
angle this theory (Ref. 14) has no bearing on the observed outcome. 
situation changes somewhat with an  incidence angle of six degrees. 
the cavitation definitely starts a t  the leading edge and, like the theoretical 
predictions of Ref. 14, the experiments show a marked increase in l i f t  
coefficient with decreasing cavitation parameter until the cavity bubble 
becomes a s  long as the chord. 
with decreasing cavitation parameter and again assumes a negative value 
at the lowest cavitation parameter. The drag coefficient shows a gradual 
r i se  and the moment coefficient a decrease with cavitation. 
higher angles of attack a r e  similar except for the ten and twelve degree 
The 
Here 
Thereafter the l i f t  force sharply decreases 
The results at 
incidence angles where the peak l i f t  force occurs before the cavity becomes 
as long as the chord. 
At these two higher angles of attack a new phenomenon appears, the 
results of which can be seen perhaps more clearly in Figure 13e. There we 
see that at the lowest cavitation numbers the l i f t  can either be positive or 
negative - indicated by the dashed line. 
the moment and the drag. 
revealed that these two seta of data corresponded to two different cavity flow 
There is a similar effect on both 
Visual observations of the flow about the foil 
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'configurations about the hydrofoil., The case of negative l i f t  corresponded 
to the flow fully wetting the pressure surface of the hydrofoil. It was 
observed, however, that sometimes the liquid flow separated from the 
normal pressure surface at a point upstream of the trailing edge. 
points have the lower drag but positive l i f t  coefficient. 
made earlier concerning this type of cavity flow configuration may now be 
recalled. At these low cavitation numbers only the normal pressure face 
of the hydrofoil is in contact with the liquid; in this instance and with this 
type of foil  the hydrofoil presents a negative camber to the flow. It is this 
negative camber that is responsible for the negative l i f t  found at  the lowest 
cavitation numbers for practically a l l  of the angles tested. However, when 
the cavity separation point moves forward from the trailing edge, the 
extent of this negative camber is decreased and the apparent incidence 
angle to the oncoming flow is increased. 
the l i f t  and decreasing the drag of hydrofoil, 
These 
The remarks 
Both effects give r ise  to increasing 
The length of the cavity expressed in chords was measured from 
photographs of the cavitating cascade and plotted against the cavitation 
parameter K for one angle of incidence, namely six degrees, and it is 
shown in Figure 15. 
V 
There it can be seen that cavitation commences a t  a 
value of K 
asymptote a t  about K 
cause large changes in  the length of the cavity. 
1.0. The cavity grows slowly at first and then reaches an  v 
= 0.3. Then very small changes in cavitation number 
V 
To gain a visual appreciation of the cavitating process, several of 
the data photographs a r e  assembled in Figure 14a through e. The letters 
underneath each of these photographs correspond to the marked points on 
the graphs of Figure 13. In these photographs the four foils mounted in the 
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' plastic window can be seen, together with their actuating mechanism, The 
central foil attached to the opposite side of the tunnel is also visible. 
cavitation on the blade surfaces is not too apparent in these photographs 
The 
until it extends beyond the length of the chord. 
iavities on each of the foils are not precisely the same, and that there is 
It is observed that the 
a definite influence from the corner of the adjustable wall. 
there is inevitably some leakage and influence from the pressure gradient 
there that is not the same as that of the blades themselves. 
At this point 
It should be 
mentioned, however, that each of the hydrofoils has an end gap or tip 
clearance, The gap clearance on the four foils mounted to  the window is 
about 0.005 inches on the window side and 0.01 5 on the free end. The tip 
clearance of the central foil against the window surface is about 0.015 
inches. 
from above is due to cavitation in  the tip and boundary layer region of the 
flow adjacent to the wall and it does not pers is t  across the entire depth of 
Much of the cavity pattern seen in these photographs taken directly 
the foil. 
representative of the actual cavity shape behind the foils, except possibly 
For  this reason these photographs cannot be taken a s  being too 
for the one on the central foil. It is interesting to observe in Figures 14a 
and b that the downstream hot film anemometer shown just to the right of 
center is cavitating at these pressures.  The cavitation shown occurs on 
the s tem of the sensor and not on the active face which was undamaged by 
this flow. 
A further word of explanation as to how the wall angles were 
adjusted is in order here. The wall angle was continuously adjusted s o  
that it agreed with the measured l i f t  force as previously discussed up to 
the point where the cavity was about as long a s  the chord, It was then 
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’left fixed in position as the cavitation parameter was further decreased. 
Fo r  this reason and for the larger angles of incidence the cascade was 
‘ktnbalanced” for the longer cavities, This can be seen in Figure 14e for  
example where the lengths of the longest cavities a r e  not a l l  the same on 
the various hydrofoils but increase running from the topmost foil  seen to 
the bottommost. 
effect on the l i f t  of the central foil. However, a t  smaller angles, such 
a s  shown in Figure 14b this unbalancing effect is not so important in altering 
Apparently for  fully cavitating flow this has a negligible 
cavity lengths across the cascade. 
We now turn to  the unsteady measurements. 
3 3 Unsteady measurements. 
3 . 3 - 1  Recorded Data. 
The principal means of acquiring the unsteady data was by recording 
all of the quantities on a recording oscillograph. Some typical oscillograph 
traces a r e  taken from the data and a r e  presented in Figures 16 through 20. 
In these the fluctuating pressures,  velocities, and l i f t  a r e  given for  various 
cavitation parameters and a t  various incidence angles. Fo r  each of these 
angles three or four t races  a r e  shown for different cavitation parameters. 
Generally they s ta r t  a t  the left with a relatively high cavitation number but 
one a t  which the unsteady nature of the flow has already been achieved. 
For  example, in Figure 17  on the far  left is shown sample t races  fo r  an 
angle of incidence equal to  six degrees and for  a cavitation parameter of 
0.42. There it is seen that the pressures on either side of the cascade 
a r e  oscillating in synchronism with a period. of approximately 0.07 sec. 
There is also a fluctuation in the l i f t  force though not of an appreciable 
magnitude. The pressure p in the upstream plenum is relatively constant 1 
-30- 
and neither of the velocities sensors indicate a sensible fluctuation. 
Incidentally the smallest divisions on the tracing represent a time scale 
of 0.01 sec. As the pressure is lowered we see from the traces of 
Figure 17 that the period of the oscillations increases as well as their 
amplitudes. In fact, it is difficult at times to separate the various traces,  
On this figure for the cavitation number 0.36 the oscillation is at about its 
greatest intensity. Then, even the pressure p in  the upstream plenum 
shows a small  periodic variation, However, it is much less than the 
1 
pressures p2 and p3 on either side of the cascade. 
tremendous excursion and there is evidence on this trace of "ringing" of the 
The l i f t  force shows a 
foil at one of its structural vibration modes (approximately 100 cps). At 
the lowest pressure shown in Figure 17 the oscillations have nearly died 
away and only the l i f t  force shows an occasional perturbation. The traces 
for the other angles of attack a r e  similar to the one described except that 
for the larger angles of attack the fluctuations in l i f t  force and velocity 
downstream of the cascade a r e  s o  great that they become very confusing. 
However, a l l  of these t races  have several recurring features in common. 
The period of the fluctuations increase as the cavitation number decreases 
until they die away, 
the velocity fluctuations and the l i f t  fluctuations tend to be in  phase. 
Secondly, the pressures on either side of the cascade? 
3.3.2 High speed motion pictures. 
In addition to the fluctuating pressures and velocities, it would be 
highly desirable to be able to correlate the observed cavity motion with the 
forces and pressures observed on the cascade during the fluctuations. 
For  this purpose a high-speed motion picture camera, an Eastman Kodak, 
capable of taking pictures up to about 2000 frames per second was 
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'mounted over the working section of the tunnel to photograph the cavities 
on the suction side of the central hydrofoil. To provide a reference with 
the other fluctuating data, it was decided to incorporate on the frames of 
this motion picture film one of the fluctuating quantities. The parameter 
chosen for this purpose was the fluctuating lift; this was accomplished in 
the following way. A "visicorder" was mounted on the tunnel working 
section just upstream of the blade in  question. This particular recording 
oscillograph has an intense source of light for exposing the paper of the 
recorder. In the present c4se this beam of light was made to impinge 
on a mir ror  which was in the field of view of the motion picture camera. 
In this way a bright dot whose position is proportional to the l i f t  force 
appeared on each frame of these high speed motion pictures and, by this 
means, it was possible to correlate the instantaneous l i f t  with the appear- 
ance of the cavity. Because of disturbances to the alignment of this 
equipment during the subsequent operation of the tunnel, these data did not 
turn out to be a s  good as desired and only a few film strips had an 
identifiable l i f t  signal on them., 
3 e 3 . 3  Data tabulation. 
A great many traces of the type described above were analyzed in  
the course of this work:. The central features of interest were the ampli- 
tudes, frequencies and phases of these fluctuation quantities. For future 
reference these results are tabulated in Table I. 
number of each of the oscillograph traces together with the derived 
quantities. Three sets of experiments a r e  given; these are summarized 
as the fully wetted runs in which there is no cavitation, the cavitating runs 
Listed there is the run 
in which there a r e  various degrees of cavitation corresponding to  the 
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’ various cavitation numbers, and finally a se t  of data for those conditions 
For  reference a set  of conver- in which the oscillation was a maximum. 
sion factors for the oscillograph traces of Figures 16 through 20 a r e  
tabulated in Table 11. 
3.3.4 Hot film sensor dynamic calibration. 
The hot film anemometer provides the means of measuring the 
steady velocities a s  well as the fluctuating velocities provided that the 
frequency response of the system is sufficient. In practice this is usually 
accomplished by having an amplifier and feedback system with sufficient 
gain to overcome the inherent thermo-inertia of the hot film. If it is 
known that the frequency response of the entire sensor-amplifier system 
is adequate, calibration of the output signal with velocity can be done on 
a steady state basis. Indeed this is the procedure already mentioned. 
However, because the phase of these velocity signals a r e  important in  the 
present work, it was thought desirable to insure that the dynamic fre- 
quency response of the system used was adequate for the present purpose. 
To accomplish this end, the hot film sensor and its mounting device were 
installed in a specially constructed mechanical oscillator. This oscillator 
assembly was installed in the F r e e  Surface Water Tunnel of the Laboratory 
and was so  arranged that the sensor was moved to and fro longitudinally in 
the direction of the water flow. 
oscillation velocity could be measured and compared to the hot film output. 
The object of this test was to measure any possible phase lag that might 
exist between the output of the sensor and the known mechanical velocity 
of the oscillating assembly. 
per sec and the oscillating frequency was 10 cps. 
The position of minimum or  maximum 
I 
The flow speed for these tests was 22 feet 
The amplitude of the 
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* imposed velocity fluctuations was approximately 1 f t  per second. Typical 
results of this type of experiment a r e  shown in Figure 21. Several pairs 
of t races  a r e  shown in this figure, the upper one in  each case is the output 
of the hot film and the lower t race shows a spike at the position of minimum 
velocity. It can be seen that for both overheat ratios shown (these are 
typical of the ones used in the test)  there is no appreciable phase lag 
between the velocity signal and the imposed motion. 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1 Steady results. 
We have seen that the fully wetted performance of the compressor 
and turbine cascade arrangements compare reasonably well with relevant 
cascade theory even though end wall boundary layer removal was not used. 
In this respect the results a r e  similar to those of Ref. 9. 
tion performance is in some respect similar also to that of Ref. 9 except 
that the r i se  in l i f t  coefficient associated with leading edge cavitation is 
more pronounced in the present tests. 
of l i f t  coefficient for fully cavitating flow is different because of the 
different profile shapes a s  already indicated. 
The steady cavita- 
In addition the subsequent behavior 
4.2 Frequency of oscillation. 
We now examine the frequencies of the oscillations recorded in 
t races  such as Figure 16. 
a l l  of the fluctuating quantities that can vary with time do so. It is inter- 
esting to note, however, that pressure fluctuations in  the working section 
of the cascade a re  evident even when there is no cavitation (a trace of this 
It is evident from these traces that practically 
is not given). 
"fully wetted flow". 
These observations a r e  summarized in Table I under 
Upon reference to this table, it may be seen that the 
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“I static pressure downstream of the cascade and near the end of the cascade 
working section does exhibit a fairly regular fluctuation which is no doubt 
due to  the eddying nature of the flow in the diffuser. However, i n  fully 
2 
Also neither the l i f t  nor the velocities show 
wetted flow no pressure oscillations a r e  observed at point p 
just upstream of the cascade. 
any appreciable perturbations in fully wetted flow. 
these pressure oscillations in fully wetted flow are presented against angle 
of incidence u1 in Figure 22 for the nominal flow speed for these tests, 
about 31 f t  per second. 
It should be mentioned that for each of these incidence angles in fully wetted 
flow the cascade is operating a s  a proper cascade. 
of the diffuser section is being continuously varied as the flow turning is 
varied. 
number except that the characteristic dimension required for this latter 
parameter is not known. 
or at point p 1 
The frequencies of 
These frequencies range from about 10 to 14 cps. 
Therefore, the geometry 
It is natural to present this type of data in the form of a Strouhal 
Similar information is presented in Figure 23 fo r  various incidence 
angles a l  as a function of cavitation parameter K . There we see that a t  
the lowest incidence angle 4O the frequencies range from about 14 cycles 
V 
per second to nearly 20 cycles per second. 
sponding to  the lower cavitation number, 
The lower frequency corre- 
The trend is similar for the other 
incidence angles except that as a general rule the higher the incidence 
angle the lower the observed oscillation frequency. 
a connection between the observed frequency for the fully wetted flow, again 
these are al l  determined by the fluctuation of pressure p3, and the frequen- 
cies observed during cavitation at the lower cavitation numbers for  each 
There appears to be 
angle of incidence. 
commence at frequencies higher than that for the fully wetted flow and a s  
F rom these figures it appears that the oscillations 
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% the length of the cavity becomes larger the frequency tends toward the 
value for the fully wetted flow. This raises the possibility that these 
"maximum" oscillations observed near the lower cavitation parameters 
may be coupled to, or driven by, the pressure fluctuations taking place in  
the diffuser. On the other hand, this coupling does not seem to occur when 
the cavity oscillations first begin. 
It is, however, an assumption that the diffuser is controlling the 
frequency of the oscillations in  pressure p 
controlled by the blades themselves, especially at the higher incidence 
angles when stall is approakhed. 
these oscillations may well be 3 ;  
For  the purpose of being definite, a 
Strouhal number was defined for these frequencies based upon the approach 
tunnel speed and the chord of the foil. 
incidence angle a in Figure 24, both for the fully wetted case and for the 1 
case of maximum cavity oscillation. We see that for the 4 O  case even for 
These a r e  plotted a s  a function of 
the maximum oscillation there is a distinct separation in the Strouhal 
number for the fully weked flow and the maximum oscillation cavity flow. 
It will be recalled that generally speaking the onset of the cavity oscilla- 
tions occurs at the distinctly higher frequency than that for the fully 
wetted flow. 
Perhaps too much is being made of the coincidence in frequency 
of the fully wetted pressure oscillations and those for the maximum 
intensity cavitation oscillations. 
cavitation oscillations in  the cascade set-up are very similar to those 
observed on a single hydrofoil with a sharp leading edge in  the tunnel 
without the cascade modifications (and hence the abrupt expansion diffuser) 
and also to the observations on a single hydrofoil of Ref. 1 in which the 
diffuser was of a completely different type. 
It should be pointed out that the present 
This suggests that the 
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phenomenon being observed is in fact a characteristic of the cavitating 
cascade itself and not of the particular experimental apparatus. 
The effect of tunnel speed upon the Strouhal number for the maxi- 
mum intensity of oscillation was investigated for a given angle of incidence 
equal to 6 O  and is shown in Figure 25. There it is seen that the Strouhal 
number is on the whole rather constant as the velocity increases from 24 
t o  38 feet per second. 
cavitating process is controlled by the flow and not by some resonant 
characteristic of the tunnel itself. 
This finding suggests that the frequency in  this 
4,3 Velocity and pressure fluctuations through the tunnel nozzle, 
The velocity fluctuations upstream of the cascade, V2, a r e  typically 
one percent of the approaching velocity. The amplitude of pressure 
fluctuations and the steady pressure at this point a r e  on the order of 5 
percent of the dynamic pressure. 
usually smaller than this, 
The fluctuations in the pressure p1 a r e  
The distance beween the measuring points for 
pressures p and p2 is on the order of 5 feet; the nozzle through which the 
water flows consists of a rigid steel casting and, as mentioned before, 
the nozzle inserts a r e  made of solid epoxy resin. 
therefore, to correlate the difference in  pressure upstream of the nozzle 
and downstream of thel nozzle with the observed velocity fluctuations 
measured by the hot film anemometer. 
pressure p and pressure p2 is formed as a function of time and the 
non- steady Bernoulli equation is used to calculate the resulting fluctuating 
1 
It should be possible, 
1 
To do this, the difference between 
1 
velocity. 
velocity a r e  given in Figures 26a through d. As a rule the velocity trace 
tends to be rather ragged yet they show clearly that the fundamental period 
Plots of this pressure difference and the associated observed 
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* 
of the velocity fluctuation is the same as  that of the pressure difference 
fluctuation. 
and pressure difference t races;  generally, the peak of the velocity 
occurs near the valley of the pressure difference trace. 
There is a pronounced phase difference between the velocity 
The pressure difference t races  of Figure 26 were then used to 
calculate velocity fluctuations a t  point 2, 
lation a r e  contained in Appendix V. 
it is assumed that there is no compliance of the fluid or  the working section 
The actual details of this calcu- 
The basis of the calculation is this: 
between points 1 and 2 (owing to the rigidity of the nozzle wall and to the 
short length of fluid path, approximately 5 feet). 
relation between these points and the Bernoulli equation, fluctuations in 
velocity V2 can then be calculated. Because the observed velocity trace 
is rather ragged and has high harmonic content, it was decided to  compare 
the amplitude and phases of the fundamental of the pressure fluctuation 
with the fundamental of the observed velocity fluctuation. In this way the 
harmonic content of both traces would not influence the "eye". 
Then with the continuity 
Accordingly, 
a Fourier analysis of these two traces was carried out to determine the 
fundamentals of each and the phase relations between them. 
ordinate scheme was used for  each cycle. ) These results were a t  first 
(A twelve 
quite encouraging. 
was within about 10  percent of the calculated value a s  seen in Figure 27. 
The phase angles, however, were a different story. 
angle of the velocity fluctuation relative to the pressure difference was 
approximately 120°; however, the calculated phase angle for the same 
The measured amplitude of the velocity fluctuations 
The observed phase 
conditions was about minus 80°. 
explained. It was in fact, because of this result, that the dynamic 
This large difference remains to be 
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calibration of the velocity probe was undertaken. It can be seen from 
Figure 21 that an instrumental phase lag of this magnitude is not possible 
nor is it possible to ascribe the results to a sign e r ro r  either in the 
instrumentation or in the resulting analysis. A number of schemes and 
effects were suggested which might account for the phase discrepancy. 
But none of these would seem to account for the change in  phase without 
disturbing the agreement in  amplitude. 
4.4 General features of the fluctuating flow across the cascade. 
4.4.1 Relationships between the fluctuating components 
across  the cascade. 
A rather unexpected outcome of these measurements is that on the 
whole the fluctuating pressures and the fluctuating velocities tend to 
oscillate together, that is, the maximum pressures occur with the maxi- 
mum velocity. Indeed, this is particularly true for the "maximum intensity'' 
oscillations in which not only do the pressures and velocities oscillate 
together in phase, but the l i f t  does also. 
between the l i f t  and pressures for the various degrees of cavitation, 
There is a distinct phase change 
however. 
but it can be seen from Table I1 that for an  incidence angle of a = 8 O  that 
the pressure tends to lead the l i f t  oscillation at the higher cavitation 
Unfortunately this point was not sufficiently explored experimentally 
numbers when the fluctuating l i f t  percentage is small. On the other hand, 
for the lower cavitation numbers and the stronger oscillations the pressure 
tends to lag the l i f t  fluctuation. 
downstream of the cascade tend to track together. 
can also be seen for an angle of attack of 6 O ;  there for a wide range of 
In any case the pressures upstream and 
This latter observation 
cavitation number there is little difference in  phase between the fluctuating 
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l i f t  and the fluctuating pressures. The fluctuating velocities on either 
side of the cascade on the whole track together, although at the higher 
cavitation numbers, the velocity V3 tends to lag that of V2. 
The magnitudes of these various fluctuating quantities a r e  in  
themselves of interest. Again, with reference to Table I, we see fop 
example for an angle of incidence equal to 6 O  (maximum oscillation) that 
the fluctuating l i f t  can actually exceed the mean lift .  The amplitude of the 
pressure fluctuations themselves range from about 3 percent to 7 percent 
of the dynamic pressure but the amplitude of the fluctuating velocity, V2, 
is about 2 percent or less of the tunnel speed. However, the fluctuating 
velocity downstream of the cascade, V3, shows a much greater amplitude. 
In some cases it is at least twice that or more of the upstream velocity of 
perturbation. We should mention again a t  this point that the downstream 
velocity is much "spikier" than the upstream velocity, 
understand since it lies in  the wake of the upstream cavitating foils. 
large fluctuations in lift (from lifting surface theory) should give rise to 
similar changes in  the circulation around each of the foils. 
circulation should be responsible f o r  some of the perturbations seen on 
velocity W3. The 
high frequency oscillations seen on this trace correspond closely to its 
natural frequency of oscillation. It is interesting that the downstream 
This is easy to 
The 
This shed 
The spikiness of the l i f t  t race is thought to be real. 
I 
velocity sensor seems to  reflect even these rapid variations. Another 
feature worth mentioning is that the pressure in  the upstream settling 
chamber, pl ,  also varied during the cavitation oscillations showing that 
the tunnel did participate in this process. However, there was usually 
considerable phase lag between this pressure and that of the l i f t  or  the 
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. other pressure fluctuations; generally it lagged these other fluctuations 
by about 13 Oo and was usually smaller in magnitude than the other 
pressures. 
To obtain some insight on the significance of these variations, 
cavity lengths measured from the high speed motion pictures were plotted 
together with the fluctuating lift.  
tion are shown in Figures Z 9  a, b, c. 
oscillation and not the onset. For angles of 
incidence equal to  4, 6 and 8' we see that generally the l i f t  is a t  its lowest 
value when the cavity is longest, indicating that for this condition of 
The three best examples of this correla- 
They a r e  all for the maximum 
They all tell the same story. 
cavitation there is a direct connection between cavity length and l i f t  force. 
We have already seen that there is a more or less direct correlation 
between the pressure just upstream of the cascade and the l i f t  force, certainly 
for the maximum oscillations. 
These findings suggest that a t  least for the maximum oscillations 
and the larger blade angles, the effects of inertia on the dynamics of the 
cavity oscillations a r e  not too important,, Fo r  example, with reference to 
data point 5674 of Table I1 for an  angle of incidence equal to 6O near the 
maximum oscillation intensity, the pressure change across the cascade 
due to acceleration of the mean flow may be compared to the flhctuating 
pressure just upstream of the cascade. Knowledge of the frequency and 
magnitude of the fluctuating velocity component V2 enables this ratio to be 
determined; it is found that the ratio of the acceleration pressure 
difference across  the cascade using the chord of the cascade as the 
relevant length to the upstream pressure fluctuation is approximately 0.2. 
This figure is not negligible, yet on the bther hand, it is not large either. 
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* This suggests then that for the condition of maximum oscillation, the 
instantaneous flow across the cascade may be taking place in a quasi- 
steady fashion. 
as shown in Figures 13 is actually the time averaged l i f t  at each data, 
Now the measured lift as a function of cavitation number 
point., If it is assumed that this curve also applies at each instant during 
the cavitating process, estimations of fluctuating l i f t  can be made from a 
knowledge of the fluctuating pressure and hence cavitation parameter just 
upstream of the cascade. Again with reference to the data point 5674, we 
see from Figure 13b and with the data of Table I1 that the average l i f t  
coefficient is about 0.1 ; swings in  the cavitation number of an amount equal 
to the fluctuating upstream pressure would on Figure 13b drive the l i f t  
force to a negative value of about minus 0.08 to a maximum of approximately 
0.2. 
dynamically as shown in Table II. 
Fluctuations in  l i f t  force of this magnitude a r e  indeed recorded 
F rom the above point of view, the cavitating cascade for the condi- 
tion of maximum oscillations may be thought of to first order as operating 
in a quasi-steady fashion. It must be remembered though that the instan- 
taneous l i f t  versus angle of attack characteristic of the cavitating cascade 
is not really known for reasons which will be subsequently discussed. 
4.4.2 Continuity check across  cascade. 
It is readily observed from the tabulations of Table I1 that the 
velocities V2 and V3 on either side of the cascade are different. Conser- 
vation of mass requires that this difference be made up by a change in the 
density or, for a n  incompressible flow, a change in the volume of the 
region between the two velocity measurements. Such a check was carried 
out for the present tests by measuring the length and estimating the 
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* volume of the cavities that grow and collapse on the blades of the cascade. 
These measurements a r e  then converted into volume changes with 
respect to time and these were then compared with a similar calculation 
made with the velocities determined by the sensors. It must be appre- 
ciated that it is difficult to estimate the volume of the growing and 
collapsing cavities, especially for the cavitation taking place in the tip 
clearance regions of the foils. The results of this calculation a r e  pre- 
sented in Table 111 where this continuity check is presented for angles of 
incidence equal to 4, 6 and 8 degrees. The largest angle gives a difference 
in  these two quantities of only 1 1 . 3  percent. This difference increases to  
35 percent for the lowest angle of 4 degrees; it is then, however, much 
more difficult to estimate cavity volumes and in any case an equally 
great uncertainty is how well the downstream velocity sensor, V3, repre- 
sents the average flow leaving the cascade. 
An additional factor which would contribute to the lack of a con- 
tinuity check across the cascade would be compliance of the side walls of 
the tunnel, The deflection of the tunnel side walls has been measured in  a 
separate experiment as a function of ambient pressure. Summary calcula- 
tions of the effect of this compliance upon the continuity check indicate that 
it would be less than about 2 percent of the values indicated in  Table III. 
l 
4.4-3 Total pressure loss across  the cascade. 
The total pressure loss across  the cascade was computed as a 
function of time from a knowledge of the instantaneous velocities and 
pressure levels upstream and downstream of the cascade. 
lation the effect of the accelerating main s t ream from the point of 
measurement of the pressures was taken into account. Graphs of the total 
In this calcu- 
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pressure loss normalized by the dynamic pressure a r e  given f o r  two 
angles of incidence in Figure 30. Also, plotted for reference is the static 
pressure at point pz. 
the spikiness of the velocity traces;  these in turn caused large changes in 
the pressure between the cascade and the reference point due to the large 
This is a difficult calculation to make because of 
acceleration of the main stream. Nevertheless, it does appear that the 
total pressure loss is least when the static pressure upstream of the 
cascade is greatest; this is more clear for the 6 degree case than the 
8 degree case. In any event, the amplitude of the total pressure loss 
fluctuation is approximately 1 0  percent of the dynamic pressure. 
amplitude of the pressure fluctuation is approximately one-half psi which 
The 
corresponds to  approximately 8 percent of the dynamic pressure at a 
nominal tunnel speed of 30 feet per second. Thus the total pressure loss 
is on the order of the static pressure fluctuation, 
4.5 Remarks on the unsteady flow through the cascade. 
Why does the partially cavitating flow in the cascade oscillate? 
Unfortunately we cannot give a rigorous answer to this question. The 
following remarks bear on various aspects of this question and on the 
possible influence of the tunnel on the phenomenon observed. I 
We begin these remarks by noting that in Ref. 1 oscillations of 
a partially cavitating isolated hydrofoil were observed which bear a 
resemblance to those of the present work. In the discussion of this paper 
it is suggested that these oscillations are connected with the time-varying 
circulation around the hydrofoil. 
cascade of hydrofoils the effect of time-varying circulation is to cause a 
perturbation in the upstrea:m incidence angle approaching each of the 
For either an isolated hydrofoil or 
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' blades. Under some conditions, for cascade flows, it is known that these 
perturbations lead to a major disturbance of the f low that propagates from 
one blade to the next; this is the well known "propagating stall" or dis- 
turbance which progresses from one blade to another a t  a definite speed 
depending upon the flow geometry. 
due to cavitation is suggested in motion pictures of a cavitating pump 
taken by NASA . 
speed motion pictures of the oscillating cavitation in  the present cascade. 
In fact, such a propagating disturbance 
* 
So it was with special interest  that we examined the high- 
In this instance, after many repeated viewings of these motion pictures, we 
could not conclude that there was a progressive disturbance across the 
cascade in the sense of a propagating stall which is responsible for the 
instability that is observed. 
with a great many more blades that propagating stall will not occur. 
However, it should be pointed out that the present experimental setup 
does not properly simulate such oscillations because of the fact that the 
cascade axis is not perpendicular to the fluctuating pressure gradient. 
Thus it can be seen by reference to the diagram of Figure 6 that during 
the oscillation process the fluctuating pressures cannot a l l  be the same 
across  the face of the cascade. This, then, is an  essential limitation of 
the present type of experimental cascade arrangement. It could be 
avoided i f  a different type of facility were available (or if the stagger 
This is not to  say that in a cavitating cascade 
angle was zero degrees). 
The unsteady cavitation process observed in  the working section of 
the tunnel is, of course, coupled to the fluid dynamics in the remainder of 
the tunnel circuit. Because of unknown conditions in  the diffuser down- 
s t ream of the cascade, it is not possible without extremely elaborate, 
.I. ' r  
Courtesy M. Hartman. 
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comprehensive instrumentation to determine these coupling effects. In 
particular, the effective "inertia" and llcompliance'l of this diffuser 
section is unknown because during operation there is generally some 
unknown amount of f ree  air in the diffuser. Moreover, the flow field in  
the diffuser, even if fully wetted, is essentially unsteady. It is clear 
from the present experimental results that there is indeed a fluctuating 
m s s  flow or volume flow through the tunnel cascade section. 
the structural compliance of the overall tunnel system and because of 
the possibility of free air bubbles occurring either upstream or down- 
stream of the working section, it is unlikely that this same fluctuating 
Because of 
f l o w  rate occurs throughout the tunnel system, 
very difficult to determine if  it did. 
It would furthermore be 
For  the purpose of the present experiments, we a r e  mainly inter- 
ested in the fluctuating quantities that occur across  the cascade and in 
their mutual relationships It is conceivable, however, that the instability 
observed during partial cavitation in the cascade is due to the coupling of 
the cascade flow to the entire tunnel circuit. While there is this possi- 
, 
bility, we do not believe that it is the source or  cause of the observed 
instability. 
observed behavior of the tunnel when single bodies a r e  subject to cavita- 
The reasons for this statement stem primarily from the 
tion in  the working section. There, as in Ref. 1 ,  the unsteady cavitation 
observed on a single sharp-edged hydrofoil does not seem to be tunnel- 
dependent. Experiments on non-lifting bodies such as bluff flat plates 
or rounded torpedo-like shapes show that the cavitation, as it develops, 
does not lead to a periodic flow in  the tunnel as is observed here. 
should be mentioned that the presence of cavitation in a flow either on a 
It 
c 
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lifting surface or non-lifting surface causes a total pressure loss across 
the working section that continues to increase with increasing extent of 
cavity. Thus, as in the present work, there is a n  increase in total 
pressure loss with decrease in tunnel pressure much as is observed in  
Figure 30 of the present work. It is easy to  show that the dynamic system 
consisting of the nozzle flaw, the cavitating flow in the working section, 
plus some allowance for the inertia of the diffuser flow leads to a third 
order system which is inherently stable provided only that the total 
pressure loss due to cavitation in the working section increases as the 
ambient pressure decreases. 
flows a r e  essentially stable in  the tunnel, as indeed they a r e  observed 
experimentally to be. 
This is in fact the reason why supercavitating 
The present point of view is then that the oscillations observed 
during partial cavitation on the present cascade set-up are due to an inherent 
instability in the cavitating cascade flow itself and a r e  not due to a coupled 
interaction with the tunnel. It may well be that the tunnel may modify 
these oscillations and may even determine in  some sense their frequency 
or amplitude but it does not seem likely that the basic instability is due 
to a tunnel interaction. 
4.6 Discussion continued. 
In view of the preceding discussions, we may inquire as to the 
significance of the present experimental results to the phenomenon of 
unsteady cavitation observed in complete turbomachines. First, let us 
review the salient features observed during the nonsteady cavitation of the 
present cascade. 
tion number dependent; starting with small cavities the frequency is 
The frequency of these oscillations seem to be cavita- 
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relatively high and then it decreases as the cavitation number is lowered. 
It appears that the "hardest" oscillations occurring when the cavity is 
about as long a s  the chord may have their frequency controlled somewhat 
by the downstream effects in the diffuser. However, at the onset of 
cavitation instability the frequency is probably not controlled by the 
downstream diffuser flow. 
the diffuser is in fact controlling these fluctuations. 
during the nonsteady motions the cascade tes t  set-up does not properly 
simulate the true cascade flow. Nevertheless, this fluctuating cavitation 
process is so similar to the "oscillating cavitation" observed in Ref. 1 
and elsewhere that it cannot be mere coincidence. 
Indeed, as was mentioned we a r e  not sure  that 
It was pointed out that 
It seems very likely 
that they a r e  both the same process. 
magnitude of the fluctuating l i f t  force during the cavitation instability is 
undoubtedly controlled to a great extent by the type of blade profile used. 
In the present cascade tests the 
At the present time a self-consistent mechanism which would 
explain the origin and frequency of both the instabilities observed in the 
cascade and in complete inducers does not exist. 
experiments and theory both show that as the cavity approaches the chord 
length the l i f t  and circulation about each of the blades rises to a maximum. 
With further increase in cavity length or decrease in cavitation parameter 
the circulation and l i f t  both decrease. The changes in l i f t  force during the 
In the case of the cascade, 
cavitation cycle thus give r i se  to changes in  circulation and hence to an 
upwash of the flow approaching the cascade. At the present time for 
cavitating flow it is not known if the interaction between the upwash, the 
circulation on the hydrofoil, and the associated vortex wake could give 
rise to the instability - much in the same manner as for propagating 
stall. In addition, there a r e  inherent total pressure losses associated 
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' with the cavity flow. These a r e  not known from theory; the results of 
the present work suggest that they a r e  directly related to the fluctuating 
pressure upstream to the cascade but we do not know how general these 
results might be. In any event, it would seem possible that interactions 
of this type could lead either to the cavitation instability observed in a 
cascade or in a complete turbomachine. Our knowledge of these processes 
is so meager at the present time that we cannot say whether a cavitating 
propagating stall or a mere nonsteady surging oscillation of the sor t  
observed herein will take place. 
These comments a r e  foscused on the naturally "occurring" cavita- 
tion instability observed in the present cascade tests and in cavitating 
inducers. We may next ask  if  there is a relationship between this type of 
cavitation instability and the "POGO" oscillations ? In analyzing the non- 
steady behavior of a cavitating pump during the system oscillations one 
would like to know the output quantities, head, mass flow, etc. a s  a 
function of the fluctuating upstream flow. It would seem inevitable that 
this "forced" type of periodic behavior would be related to the naturally 
occurring cavitation instability perhaps rather like that of a forced oscil- 
lation of a mechanical system. This analogy cannot be pushed very far 
because of our great uncertainty of the actual physical processes taking 
place during the unsteady motions of the cavitating cascade. It does, 
however, lead us to consider the relevant time scales of the various 
dynamic phenomena that can take place in a machine. There is first of all 
the period of the naturally occurring cavitation instability; if the transient 
accelerations experienced by the cavity flow associated with this period 
give r i se  to pressure differences in the vicinity of the cascade comparable 
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, to those (suitably normalized) of the cavitation parameter, it would seem 
reasonable that the naturally occurring cavitation instability is dynami- 
cally controlled. On the other hand, i f  these pressure fluctuations a r e  
'fsmallll it would seem reasonable that the naturally occurring cavitation 
instability can be explained on a "quasi- steady" approach. 
comments may be made in respect to the behavior of a cavitating pump 
Similar 
subject to  inlet pressure perturbations as occurs in the POGO effect; 
namely, if the period of the fluctuation is sufficiently long the cavitation 
process can be treated on a quasi-steady basis. 
the dynamics of the growing and collapsing cavities within the pump have 
to be treated in detail. 
If the reverse is true 
4.7 Further remarks 
The essential problem for the "POGO" oscillations is to determine 
fo r  a particular system how the non-steady behavior of the pump, with 
cavitation, is to be represented. As a useful, practical result one would 
like to know when it is possible to treat the pump under these conditions in 
a quasi-steady manner as this is, in fact, the basis of the treatment in 
Refs. 3,  4, 5, for example. It appears to us that further work of both 
an  experimental nature and theoretical nature must still be carried out 
before even this question can be answered adequately. 
complex question because the phenomenon of cavitation in machines 
cannot be fully explained in  terms of ideal fluid mechanics by reason of 
the inherent dissipation that takes place a t  the terminus of the cavity 
wake. Because of this fact, further experimental work preferably on 
complete machines such as a cavitating inducer should be carried out 
to provide the output quantities for given inlet pressure perturbations. 
It is certainly a 
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* This is in fact already underway, as mentioned, at the NASA Flight 
Propulsion Laboratory. 
in  turbomachines different f rom that of the cascade of the present work 
that does bear mention. Namely, under some conditions of operation a 
frothy cavitating region stemming from the tip clearance flow of the rotor 
can occur for many diameters upstream of the pump impeller. This two- 
phase flow is often an  integral aspect of the cavitating machine and will 
clearly participate in any nonsteady flow phenomena. On the other hand, 
there a r e  those situations also in which this upstream tip clearance flow 
does not exist and for these situations the results of such a n  inlet perturba- 
tion would be easier to identify and analyze. 
may note as a separate comment that the analysis of two-phase flows - 
liquid and vapor bubbles - is still in an  unsatisfactory state and needs 
further attention in its own right. 
There is an additional aspect of cavitating flows 
In passing over this point we 
The theoretical complexities attendant upon the analysis of unsteady 
cavitating flows a r e  clearly outlined in the work of Ref. 1 5  in which a 
time-dependent analysis of the unsteady free streamline flow past 
simple objects such a s  bluff bodies in two dimensions is formulated. 
this work we see that to c a r r y  out a full analysis of such a cavitating flow 
in a cascade would be very formidable indeed. As a simpler alternative 
the linearized free streamline theory of Ref,, 14 and Ref. 16 can in prin- 
ciple be adapted to non-steady cavitating cascade flows (see for example 
F r o m  
Ref, 17) .  It should be pointed out, however,- study of Refs. 16, 17 will 
show that even the linearized theory leads to analyses of considerable 
complexity. 
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5. S U M U R Y  
An experimental program on a cavitating cascade of flat plate 
hydrofoils having a mean stagger angle of 45O and a solidity of one has 
been carried out. The blade profile was in essence that of a biconvex 
airfoil having a thickness percentage of 8 percent. It was found that when 
cavitation commenced a t  the leading edge the cavitation process became 
unstable and fluctuated with a frequency dependent on the angle of attack 
and the mean cavity length. The cavities had to be about one-half the 
chord length before the oscillations would commence; the initial frequency 
of oscillation was relatively high and it decreased with increase in cavity 
length. When the cavities were sufficiently long, a quarter chord or so 
greater than the hydrofoil, these oscillations ceased and the flow became 
essentially steady. 
occurred when the mean cavity length was about one chord in length; this 
corresponded to the fluctuations of maximum intensity. Here, depending 
upon the angle of attack, the fluctuations in l if t  force were on the order of 
The condition of maximum l i f t  on the hydrofoil 
the mean l i f t .  It was pointed out, however, that these fluctuating ampli- 
tudes will depend upon the type of profile thickness chosen for the cascade. 
Fluctuations of tunnel speeds approaching the cascade and of ambient 
pressure approaching the cascade were also observed; these were on the 
order of one percent of the tunnel speed and five percent of the dynamic 
pressure, respectively. For  these experiments, the fluctuating static 
pressure upstream of the cascade and l i f t  force on the blades of the 
cascade were essentially in phase. 
basis for the present profile section at the lower frequencies. The cavita- 
tion instability observed in  these experiments is believed to be an inherent 
This was explained on a quasi-steady 
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phenomenon of lifting cavitating surfaces for those situations in which 
cavitation occurs from a sharp leading edge. It is suggested that a similar 
type of naturally occurring cavitation fluctuations takes place in a cavitating 
turbomachine. Insufficient evidence and under standing of this complex 
phenomenon prevents us, however, f rom interpreting these results either 
as a propagating cavitating stall or as a uniform oscillation of the entire 
cascade row. The real  flow in a turbomachine is often complicated by the 
presence of an  upstream cavitating tip clearance flow which is not present 
in  these cavitating cascade tests. Some suggestions a r e  included for 
further analysis and research. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The following notation is generally used except for changes 
across  the cascade itself. 
be in  accord with the usual notation of cascade flows. 
A; B; C constants 
There the notation of Figure 7 is used to 
A 
C 
cD 
cP 
D 
f 
i 
K 
.e 
L 
M 
P 
pk 
pv 
plan form area  = (s x c) 
chord length 
drag coefficient = D 
A pV2 /2 
L 
A pV2 12 
l i f t  coefficient = 
M 
AcpV2/2 
moment coefficient = 
pressure coefficient = 
PV2 I 2  
drag force on model 
frequency of oscillations 
J -  1 
P - Pk 
c o r  r e cte d cavitation number 
pv2 I 2  
cavitation number based on vapor pressure 
cavity length 
l i f t  force on model 
moment on model about center of section 
tunnel static pressure 
measured cavity pressure 
vapor pressure of water 
-60 -  
R 
Re 
S 
t 
V 
a 
P 
Y 
6 
V 
8 
P 
L3 
radius of circular surface of model 
v c  Reynolds number = 7 
Strouhal number fc/V 
thickness of hydrofoil 
tunnel velocity 
angle of incidence measured from chord line 
stagger angle, angle between normal to chord 
line and cascade axis 
cascade angle, angle between axis of cascade 
and normal to upstream velocity 
deviation angle, angle between exit flow 
direction and tangent to circular surface 
at the trailing edge 
kinematic viscosity of water 
turning angle measured between upstream 
flow and downstream flow directions 
density of water 
solidity, ratio of chord to spacing 
-61 - 
In reference to Figure 7: 
denotes upstream of cascade 
downstream of cascade 
based on vector mean of upstream and 
downstream velocities across cascade 
homogeneous solution 
perturbation components 
complex conjugate quantity 
Generally, however, (in reference to Figure 6): 
inlet to nozzle 
denotes the tunnel velocity upstream of 
cascade 
denotes the tunnel velocity downstream 
of the cascade. 
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APPENDIX I 
TARE FORCE CORRECTIONS FOR CASCADE EXPERIMENTS 
The tare  forces acting on the fairing plate were obtained by 
remounting the center foil of the cascade from the lucite window and 
inserting a blank disk on the balance spindle. An extra model had been 
manufactured for this purpose. The procedure used was then to measure 
the lif t ,  drag andmomnt rn this disk for various angles of attack of the 
model. It was found that these forces were relatively small and in the 
case of the moment negligible. 
The results of this test a r e  presented in graphical form in Figs. 
A-1 and A-2 for the compressor of 1. 00 solidity. 
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APPENDIX 11 
CALIBRATION OF MODIFJED TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
WORKING SECTION 
The calibration of the modified working section was undertaken 
with several  aims in view. Since this particular arrangement had 
never been run before it was of interest to determine whether the 
design was performing a s  anticipated and to obtain some idea of the 
flow characteristics and boundary layer effects. The influence of the 
movable walls on the pressure distribution in the tunnel was also 
investigated. 
correlate the readings of static pressure and differential pressure 
obtained a t  the measuring orifice in the nozzle with those measured 
at  a pressure tap located 6 inches upstream of the balance center line. 
This correlation would enable all static pressures and differential 
pressures during the tests to be taken at the nozzle orifice, thus 
obviating any model influences on these readings. 
was deemed to  be sufficiently far upstream from the cascade that 
effects due to circulation and drag would be of negligible importance. 
The main purpose of the calibration, however, was to 
The nozzle orifice 
The tests were conducted in the following manner: For  constant 
tunnel speed, static pressure readings were taken a t  6 inch intervals 
along the center line of the tunnel over the entire length of the working 
section. These readings were recorded with respect to the pressure 
in the settling chamber with the multi-tube mercury manometer. The 
static pressure 
manometer and 
at the nozzle orifice was recorded on a well-type mercury 
the differential pressure across  the nozzle to this point 
-66- 
was recorded on the oil manometer. 
pressure distribution along the tunnel center line was found. 
From these readings the static 
These 
readings were repeated for several  tunnel speeds. 
At each tunnel speed the tunnel ambient pressure was changed 
and the tests repeated for various pressures to determine if any effect 
was discernable on the correlation function between the nozzle orifice 
and the working section orifice. These runs were al l  carried out with 
the walls parallel. 
It was found that the pressure coefficient at the pressure point 
used a s  the calibration tap was little affected by change in wa l l  angle. p N 
Furthermore,  little pressure undershoot a t  the nozzle throat existed 
confirming the expectations of the insert design. 
fo r  cavitation to occur here. 
clear tunnel at  very low pressures.  
Thus little chance exists 
This was further confirmed by running the 
F i g .  B-1 gives the correlation function, f ,  essentially as a function 
of tunnel speed represented here by the differential pressure H across  1’ 
the nozzle to  the nozzle orifice. 
of many readings. However, extremely little scatter occurred in these 
The results shown represent the averages 
readings. 
H2, across  the tunnel nozzle to the working section to the differential 
pressure,  H1. 
straight lines over the range of velocities examined. 
The function f is defined a s  the ratio of the differential pressure,  
It will be seen that this ratio can be represented as two 
The evaluation of this function enables the true dynamic head and 
the tunnel static pressure in the working section to be determined from 
readings of these quantities at the nozzle orifice. 
simply a s  follows. Since 
These a r e  obtained 
-67- 
and 
and since 
HZ 
H1 
- f =  I 
we thus have 
B-1 
and 
- 
Therefore, knowing f ,  H and p 1’ N’ one can determine H2 and PT* 
Under test conditions therefore we obtain from equations B-1 and 
B-2 the dynamic head and tunnel static pressure that would exist in the 
clear working section. 
Y 
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APPENDIX III 
METHOD O F  SETTING THE DOWNSTREAM WALL ANGLES 
The iteration procedure used for setting the wal l  angles in the fully 
wetted and partially cavitating regions is presented here. 
the method the relevant formulae used will be derived for both the compressor 
and turbine configurations. 
Before describing 
The notation is that of Fig. 7. 
Compressor Configuration - With reference to Fig. 7, v e  have 
L = Lcos8  4- Dsin em m m 
where L and D a r e  the measured l i f t  and drag on the force balance. 
the force coefficients in the following way 
Defining 
- D - Lm - L ; CD - 
2 ; cL PV12C/2 PV12C 12 c 12 'Lm Pvm 
we obtain 
- ( C ~ C O S  e i- C D s i n e  ) V 1  2 /Vm 2 . cLm m m 
However, from the velocity triangles in Fig,  41 we have the following 
relations hip 
= V12 t u 2 - 2v1uc0s ( %  - y )  
'm 
I T  
2 2 m -  U i. e . ,  V - - 1  t- 
2 2 - 2 %  2 - 
v1 v1 
but 
or 
From this equation we have x = x ( y ,  8 ), hence this quantity is only a function 
of the turning angle 8 once the cascade geometry is known. 
that 
W e  therefore have 
-70- 
2 
2 
vm -= 1 t x2 - 2x sin y 
v1 
which in turn is only a function of 9. 
As an initial approximation we neglect the drag term in the expres- 
This is certainly justifiable since under sion for the lift coefficient above. 
most circumstances CD sin em << CL cos O m .  Doing this we obtain 
vl" /vm 2 = CL cos em 'Lm 
or 
Now, from the Kutta- Joukowski law for the cascade, we have that 
L~ = pvmr = ~V,(ZI.IS) 
hence 
- 4u - -  
'Lm ovm 
C 
S 
where B = - , the solidity ratio. 
Therefore 
U vm 
'm v1 
. -  0 -  4 - 
'Lm - a cos em 
Again, f rom the velocity triangles, we find that 
a v1 - u cos (z - y) = v, cos 9, 
or 
1 U 
COS em = - r l  sin y J  vmL - -  
We can therefore finally write 
-71- 
- 4  - 2 ys in  y )  
cL 0 x -  ( 1  - ~ s i n y )  - -  
This expression is purely a function of the turning angle, 8 for any given 
cascade geometry. 
In the above fomulation the approximation made was in neglecting 
the drag term. If this t e r m  is considered as a correction te rm to the above 
expression, we have as e r r o r  the t e rm -CDtanem which can be written as 
- c D  . cos y 
( 1  Xsiny  1- 
This e r r o r  te rm is known as a function of 8 provided the drag coefficient 
is known for the particular lift conditions. 
Based on the above formulae the following iteration for setting the 
walls is adopted. 
Step 1 - For any given angle of attack rx the walls a r e  adjusted while 
monitoring the lift balance until a rough setting is obtained. 
Step 2 - The l i f t  coefficient is then obtained from the balance and 
differential pressure reading and the corresponding turning is read off the 
C versus 8 curve in Fig. C-1, obtained from the above equations. The L 
walls a r e  then readjusted to this value. 
Step 3 - The new l i f t  is calculated and the procedure repeated, if 
When the values a r e  in close agreement the drag is also necessary. 
determined and from the tan 0 versus 8 curve a value of tan 8 m m i s  read 
off and the correction t e rm is thus obtainable. This gives a new value for 
C from which a more accurate value of 8 can be found. 
Step 4 - 
L 
This last process may be repeated until no further change 
occurs . 
Usually the method converges very rapidly. After two iterations, 
-72- 
, 
in fact, a fairly accurate angle is obtained. One correction for drag is 
all that is necessary to achieve final convergence to within experimental 
values . 
Turbine Configuration: The procedure used here is identical with 
the preceding one. The relevant formulae a r e  
9 
L. 
- 4  (1 + y 4- 2 ys in  y) 
c L - - X '  (5 (1 t Xsin y )  
and for the correction t e rm we obtain 
- - CDtanem - - CD ycos y 
( 1  t Xsin y )  
These formulae a r e  simply obtained by replacing y by - yin the previous 
formulae. These functions a re  plotted in Fig. C-2. 
i 
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AYPENDIX N 
DATA REDUCTION FOR CASCADE TESTS 
1. Calculation of Force Coefficients 
Two systems of representation are used in  the fully wetted data - 
the force coefficients based on upstream flow velocity and those based 
on the mean conditions. These two systems a r e  interrelated. The 
notation is that of Fig. 7. F r o m  Fig.  7 we obtain the following equations 
= L cos em t D sin em Lm 
D = - L sin em t D cos ern m 
defining the l if t  and drag coefficient as 
- L m  - D m  - 
‘Dm pVrn2A /2 
2 
pVm A/2 
- 
‘Lm 
- L - D 
cL - pV 2A 12 cD - pV12A/2 
we obtain f rom above 
r 
2 
7 v. 
= C- c sin em t cD cos em] -2 ‘Dm L 
vm 
where L and D a r e  the measured lift and drag from the force balance. 
moment coefficient is defined as 
The 
- M M 
9 CMm= 
‘M - PV1 2 Ac/2 pVm2Ac/2 
-76- 
The mean force coefficients can therefore be obtained from the 
measured ones provided €Im and V1 /Vm can be determined experimentally. 
2. Calculation of Flow Angles 
From Fig. 7 we see that 
VI =os Y = v2 cos ( y -  e) = vm cos ( y -  0,) D- 1 
Fur the r 
I- 
VI  sin Y = 2 Lvm sin ( y  - em) - v2 sin ( y  - e,] 
t V2 sin ( y -  0) 
or  
. i -  7 
vm sin ( y -  em) = $ [vl sin y t v2 sin (y - e)] 
hence we obtain 
tan ( y  - em) = + [tan y t tan ( y  - e)] D-2 
If we compare these equations with those usually used in cascade 
and p a s  defined in Fig. 7, then we 
a 
work using the angles a, a2, 
obtain 
y = a t p  
y -  e = aztp 
or  
p = ( y -  a); a m =  ( a -  em) ; % = (a- e) 
I 
where a is the angle of attack. Furthermore from equation (D-Z), 0 
can be determined from the measured value of 0 which is the wall angle. 
Hence a m  and % a r e  also determined. 
m 
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3 .  Velocity Ratios 
The velocity ratios can be obtained from equation (D-1). They 
a r e  given by 
COS (Y - e,) - -  - v1 
vm cos y 
and 
4. Cavitation Parameter 
The cavitation parameter used in  all  of the cascade tests is based 
on vapor pressure and upstream velocity, i. e., 
P - Pv - 
Kv - PV12/2 
. -78- 
I APPENDIX V 
PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS 
ACROSS THE NOZZLE 
I 
In this appendix the connection b e h e e n  the fluctuating component 
\ 
I 
of velocity V2 (see Figure 6 )  and the fluctuating pressures p1 in the 
nozzle and p in  the working section are established. 2 
The non-steady Bernoulli equation is 
E-1 
where V is the flow velocity and dx is an increment of length between 
points 1, 2. It is now kssumed the nozzle is perfectly rigid so that 
V = V2 A2/A E-2 
where A(x) is the cross  sectional area of the tunnel. Velocity V1 is much 
less than that of V2 and is neglected. The working section velocity V2 is 
split into a mean value and a time varying value v(t); i. e., 
I - iv2 = v  t v . 
I Then 
-2 2 I v t v  - 
P '  
where 
2 
I- 
1 
The square of v is neglected compared t o v v  and -2 V and on putting 
(p, - p,) = Ap t a sin cut 
0 
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where Ap is the mean pressure difference, we have 
and 
a 
d v + T v = -  O sin w t  . 
Le dt P 
From this 
y(t) = A sin ( w t  t cp) 
where 
a 
0 
E-3 
E-4 
E-5 
E-6 
it 
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